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THE CD: This inspiring spoken word CD captures the true spirit of America with the very words that our

country was founded upon. The Declaration of Independence  The Bill of Rights are amongst America's

most cherished treasures. Experience the emotionally charged messages of these two history-changing

documents as they are read unabridged and artfully underscored with music Then step back to 1775 and

be moved as Patrick Henry compels Americans towards Freedom as he addresses the Virginia

Convention. This CD opens  closes by vividly bringing to life historic "Words of Freedom" encouraging

and inspiring today's men  women to become America's 21st Century patriots. GUEST SPEAKERS ON

CD: BRIGADIER GENERAL STEVE RITCHIE (Ret.) USAF Fighter Pilot Ace Brigadier General Steve

Ritchie (Ret.) tells the inspiring rescue story of Fighter Pilot Roger Locher who after being shot down

behind enemy lines and surviving for 23 days, was snatched up from the jungle into the safety of a USAF

Jolly Green Giant helicopter only moments away from being captured from the Viet Cong. RICH WYATT

And hear a call to heroism from Rich Wyatt, a man who has served in both Law Enforcement and Fire 

Rescue. His thoughts, feelings and revelations are powerful as he speaks to men about their

responsibility to others through his poem, "9/11: Call To Courage". Its respect for those who are willing to

lay down their lives to protect the helpless is a message that will resonate forever. About the Author,

GEORGE FLYNN Award winning Actor / Voice Artist  Director, George Flynn is the host of the "Words of

Freedom" Radio Show. His clients have included Hanna-Barbera, Putnam Berkley and Turner

Entertainment. He's also Co-Produced two independent features films  written screenplays on assignment

for production companies in Colorado  California. Listeners enjoy his dramatic voice interpretations of
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Patrick Henry's Speech, The Declaration of Independence, The Bill of Rights and the numerous quotes in

the first  last tracks of the CD.
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